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ABSTRACT
During image quality testing in the third and final thermal-vacuum test of the integrated
WFC3 instrument, an anomaly was discovered whereby the width and peak signal fraction
of short exposure PSF images were observed to modulate for alternate exposures in a
series. This behavior was traced to vibration of the UVIS shutter when its servo-control
loop is enabled, which is believed to induce small (mas level) pointing jitter in the optics,
most likely the pick-off mirror and the corrector mechanism (M1) mirror. We present
model computations of the effects of this vibration on several PSF parameters for a range
of exposure times, wavelengths and (currently uncertain) degree of severity of the vibration
expected on orbit. Only very short (<10s) exposures are likely to be significantly affected;
this may be partially mitigated by obtaining such exposures using the better-performing
side of the shutter.

Introduction
Examination of PSF images produced by the image quality evaluation SMS series
UV11S02D and 4D on 4 Apr 2008 in the thermal-vacuum test #3 (TV3) at GSFC revealed
a curious behavior. These SMSs produce pairs of nominally identical images at each of 16
field points at 350 and 810 nm, respectively. The first image, in nearly every case, had a
peak signal several percent lower than its immediate successor (Figure 1), and subsequent
analysis showed the image width (FWHM) was nearly always larger for the first image.
Review of earlier runs of the same SMSs in TV1 (2004) and TV2 (2007) showed the same
behavior, as did the sister SMSs UV11S01 and 3, at 250 and 633 nm, respectively,
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although the modulation was much less pronounced in the former, which used much longer
(20 s) exposure times. An initial conjecture that the blur was due to settling of the CASTLE
stimulus after moving to each new field point was belied with a long series of images at a
single field point (no intervening CASTLE activity), which demonstrated the same
behavior, and counter-example data sets, where the second image of each pair was
degraded relative to the first. The phenomenon was observed, at different levels, when
operating from either electrical side (MEB) of the instrument, and was seen to be strongly
dependent on exposure time, with the greatest modulation occurring in the minimum, 0.5 s,
exposures for which the shutter blade is in continuous motion. This led to the hypothesis
that the mechanical shutter mechanism induces vibration of optical train components
causing the image blur. Furthermore, the amplitude of the vibration is dependent on which
side of the (rotary) shutter blade and which set of servo-control electronics (and motor and
resolver windings) are used.

Figure 1. Analysis of peak signal fraction for each of 16 PSF image pairs, showing significantly lower
peak pixel signal in the first exposure of all but one pair. This is the “discovery” data set, in which the
effect was first identified.

The UVIS shutter mechanism, shown in Figure 2 (from Rossetti, 2008), employs a rotary
disc blade with 180 degree symmetry, including two cut-outs for the open (expose)
positions. The blade is rotated 90 degrees from close to open, for exposure, then another 90
degrees from open to close, such that consecutive exposures use alternating cut-outs (sides)
of the blade. It is driven unidirectionally by a brushless DC torque motor and a servo
control circuit which uses feedback from one of two resolvers to determine rotary position.
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The mechanism may be driven using either “side” of the instrument electronics (MEB1 or
2); each MEB uses its own set of motor windings and resolver for maximal redundancy.
The observed alternating exposure and electrical system dependent behavior of the image
blur is consistent with a scenario in which vibration produced by the mechanism is
dependent on details of the motor winding activation and resolver position.
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Figure 2. The WFC3 UVIS shutter mechanism. The blade rotates half a turn for each exposure. (from
Rossetti, 2008)

After completion of the TV3 test, with the instrument stationed on the Low-Level
Positioner fixture in the GSFC SSDIF cleanroom, a series of tests was performed to
investigate and characterize the shutter vibration. Accelerometers mounted near the latch
points and on the pick-off mirror (POM) arm readily showed that whenever the shutter
servo electronics were enabled, significant levels of vibration were induced in the optical
bench (Rossetti, 2008). The amplitude of the disturbance depended on the selection of
MEB and shutter blade side, as observed in the images. Furthermore, the vibration was
seen when no shutter move was commanded, but only the servo turned on, implicating
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noise in the servo control loop. Subsequent testing showed that the amplitude of the
vibration is dependent on the orientation of the instrument, with generally larger effects
seen in the POM-up configuration, for which the B and C latch loading is minimal and
more closely reflects the 0-g on-orbit environment. Although the optical effects are
expected to be strongly dependent on the details of the frequency spectrum (greatest where
the vibration excites modes of the optics mounts), this was interpreted by the engineering
team as evidence that the on-orbit image blur could be as much as 3 times that observed in
TV3.
Here we report analyses of the TV3 PSF images that display the anomalous behavior,
followed by results of model computations of the effects of the shutter–induced vibration
for a range of exposure times, wavelengths and vibration amplitude. The actual effect onorbit will be determined early in the orbital verification program following installation of
WFC3 in the HST.

Observations
Table 1 displays the observations relevant to the evaluation of the shutter vibration effect.
The bulk of these observations, which require multiple PSF images with no intervening
configuration change, come from the various runs, beginning in 2004, of the image quality
evaluation SMS series. These were followed, after discovery of the effect, by special
investigations (esp. SMS UV11S05x) and some manual (real-time commanded) images.
Listed in the table are the exposure time (s), the electronics “side” of the instrument (MEB)
in use, the shutter “side” (A or B) of the first exposure in the series, as determined from the
shutter resolver position, the number of exposures in the series, and the instrument
environment. The analysis results shown are the odd/even effect (percentage difference in
peak signal fraction) and identification of the first exposure of each group as (relatively)
high or low in peak fraction. (The mechanism gearing produces one half of a turn of the 16bit resolver for each full rotation of the blade, so there are two possible resolver positions
for each blade side.)
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Table 1. UVIS Shutter Vibration Observations

Date

Exp (s)

MEB

O/E(%)

N

Sh

Exp

side

Resolv

Hi/Lo

Environ

SMS

Entry

1-Oct-04

UV11S01A

15859:15906

20.0

1

1.2

32

B

50256

L

TV1

1-Oct-04

UV11S02A

15920:15967

2.0

1

2.0

32

B

50256

L

TV1

1-Oct-04

UV11S03A

15981:16028

1.0

1

4.7

32

B

50256

L

TV1

3-Jul-07

UV11S03C

32552:32599

1.0

2

9.4

32

A

2000

L

TV2

3-Jul-07

UV11S01C

32613:32660

20.0

2

0.7

32

A

2000

L

TV2

14-Jul-07

UV11S02C

35347:35394

2.0

1

1.1

32

B

50256

L

TV2

14-Jul-07

UV11S04C

35415:35462

1.0

1

1.9

32

B

17488

L

TV2

14-Mar-08

UV11S03C

51671:51718

1.0

1

2.1

32

B

17488

L

TV3

15-Mar-08

UV11S01C

51732:51779

20.0

1

1.1

32

B

17488

L

TV3

4-Apr-08

UV11S02D

55959:56006

2.5

2

3.3

32

A

34768

L

TV3

4-Apr-08

UV11S04D

56020:56067

1.0

2

6.9

32

A

34768

L

TV3

13-Apr-08

UV11S05A

58170:58219

1.0

2

10.3

50

A

2000

L

TV3

15-Apr-08

UV11S05B

58344:58393

0.5

2

-13.3

50

B

51152

H

TV3

15-Apr-08

UV11S05C

58478:58527

30.0

2

-1.3

50

B

51152

H

TV3

16-Apr-08

UV11S05A

58690:58739

1.0

1

-0.7

50

A

1104

H

TV3

16-Apr-08

manual

58740:58747

1.0:30.0

1

21-Apr-08

UV11S05A

59195:59244

1.0

2

8
-1.4

50

TV3
B

18384

H

Ambient

It is readily apparent that the effect has been present since 2004, that it is strongly
dependent on exposure time and that shutter side B, operated with MEB 1, and side A with
MEB 2 are most affected, with lower peak fraction. Another curious result is seen in the
data obtained on 21 Apr 2008, just after TV3, while the instrument remained in the TV
chamber but after warm-up and repressurization. The odd-even effect was observed to be
markedly diminished to only 1.4%, whereas the same SMS, run with the same MEB on 13
Apr exhibited a 10.3% effect. The change may possibly be attributed to damping of the
shutter vibration by the ambient air.
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Figure 3. Analyses of a PSF image series obtained with minimal exposure time (0.5 s) to investigate the
UVIS odd-even effect, which is apparent in the image width (FWHM), peak fraction, sharpness and (small
diameter) encircled energy measurements.

The investigative data obtained with SMSs UV11S05x consist of long series of images
without CASTLE changes, at 810 nm and at a single field point. The odd-even effect is
most egregious in the data set obtained on 15 Apr 08, with the minimal (0.5 s) exposure
time allowed by the shutter mechanism. Figure 3 shows the image width in each
dimension, the peak fraction and image sharpness and the encircled energy in a range of
diameters. All exhibit obvious odd/even modulation, although this has virtually
disappeared in the larger diameter EE measurements. The peak fraction is seen to slowly
decrease, as the PSF center drifts with respect to the pixel boundaries (lower left plot of Fig
3); this is the expected behavior as the undersampled PSF image moves from being better
centered on a pixel (as it was for the initial image) toward a pixel corner or edge. Total
6
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PSF flux (~500000 e-) shows only a slow, monotonic decrease of 0.5% over the course of
the measurements, which is consistent with the hypothesis that image blur is due to
vibration, of amplitude that alternates between odd and even numbered images.

Modeling Results
To estimate the amount of jitter required to produce the observed image blurring, we
formed a mean PSF from the last 8 odd images (after the image drift had settled), for which
the blur is smaller, and did the same for the last 8 even images, which exhibit lower peak
fraction and larger width. The former was then convolved with various gaussian jitter blur
kernels to obtain the best match to the latter; about 12 mas of effective blur (at the plate
scale of the OTA/WFC3 combination) was required to achieve a reasonable match. Using a
Zemax model of the instrument, the sensitivities of each mirror were determined, i.e., the
angular movement required to produce a micron of image position offset. This study
indicated that the POM and M1 (corrector) mirrors have very similar sensitivities, while
that of the M2 is much smaller. Either the POM or M1 would need to vibrate with <~1
arcsec RMS amplitude to produce the observed 12 mas blur. This is easily in the realm of
possibility for these flexure mounted mirrors. Subsequent finite element mechanical model
dynamics analysis by Dame showed that shutter-induced vibration of the amplitude
measured at the latches and POM by Rossetti should produce angular vibration of the POM
and M1 of approximately the level predicted by the image blur.
The amount of shutter-induced blur that can be expected on orbit is uncertain, due to the
effects of gravity release on the boundary conditions of the optical bench structure.
Engineering estimates range from 1 to 3 times the amplitude seen in TV3 (Rossetti, 2008).
We have modeled PSFs at two wavelengths (250 and 633 nm) with up to several times the
12 mas jitter seen in the (worst case) 0.5 sec exposures on MEB2, “bad” shutter blade. Also
included in the model are nominal wavefront error (40 nm RMS) due to the UVIS channel
optics, the OTA midfrequency WFE, and detector charge diffusion. The core EE and
image widths are shown in Figure 4 for jitter from 0 to 50 mas; also shown as dashed lines
are the same images with additional WFE due to the normal range of OTA defocus
“breathing” (~ 3um of SM despace) seen during the course of typical observations, to
convey the relative importance of the jitter effects. The PSF core EE specs (70% in 0.2
arcsec at 250 nm, and 75% in 0.25 arcsec at 633 nm) are also shown as dotted lines. It is
apparent that, for this worst case configuration and minimal 0.5 sec exposure time,
significant image quality degradation can be expected if the shutter-induced vibration is
much greater on-orbit than the level (~12 mas) seen in TV3.
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Figure 4. Model PSF characteristics vs. jitter amplitude for two wavelengths and 0.5 sec exposure time.
The core encircled energy is within 0.2 and 0.25 arcsec diameters for 250 and 633 nm, respectively, and
the CEI spec levels are shown as dotted lines. The image width is the FWHM of a Gaussian fit.
Performance loss due to typical OTA breathing focus offset is shown as dashed lines.

Longer exposures are less affected since the vibration occurs only when the servo-control
electronics are enabled. For the 0.5 s exposures, the shutter performs a continuous closedopen-closed, 180 degree sweep and the vibration is present for the full exposure time. For
longer exposures, the shutter opens with a 90 degree turn, stops, then closes with another
90 degree rotation, with the control circuit enabled for ~0.7 sec for each move. Thus, all
exposures (other than 0.5 s) are subject to ~0.7 s of jitter (with amplitude dependent on
MEB and shutter side in use), with remaining exposure obtained in a quiescent state.

Figure 5. Model PSF characteristics vs. exposure time for two wavelengths and a range of shutterinduced jitter amplitudes: 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 times that deduced from worst case 0.5 s exposures. The effects
of the jitter rapidly decrease as the exposure time increases, and are inconsequential above 10 s.
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We have modeled the effects on the PSF as a function of exposure time, proportionately
combining PSFs with up to 4 times the worst case TV3 jitter with those including typical
OTA pointing jitter (3 mas). The core EE and width of these PSFs are shown in Figure 5.
Exposures longer than ~10 s are virtually unaffected by the jitter, even at 4 times the level
estimated for the worst combination of MEB and shutter side in the TV3 images. Figure 6
displays a series of EE vs. radius results for the 4 modeled vibration levels and exposure
time of 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 and 10 s.

Figure 6. Encircled energy vs radius for model PSFs at 250 and 633 nm for 4 exposure times and a range
of shutter-induced jitter amplitudes. For exposures longer than 10 s, the shutter jitter effect will be
inconsequential for most programs.
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Conclusion
The UVIS shutter induced image blur is unlikely to have a significant effect on the bulk of
the WFC3 science program, since the great majority of science images are obtained with
exposures longer than 10s, above which the effective image blur is inconsequential for
most scientific purposes. Uncertainties in the PSF due to OTA “breathing”, field dependent
aberration and undersampling (especially at shorter wavlengths) will likely dominate those
due to the shutter jitter for UVIS exposures longer than ~ 10s. However, the amplitude of
the shutter jitter for orbital operations remains uncertain and must be determined during the
commissioning phase. If necessary, there are potential mitigations that may be employed,
including modification of programs to obtain pairs of short exposure images (such that the
good side of the shutter is used) or, for greater efficiency but more development cost,
changing the commanding to always use the good side (rotating the shutter half a turn
between exposures without detector readout).
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